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Author, Poet. Best remembered for his short story In Dreams Begin Responsibilities which was published in the Partisan
Review in A year later this story, along with a few others, was published in a book with the same title.

See also Contemporary Authors, Vols. Rosenthal, in his The Modern Poets: Rosenthal; reprinted by
permission of Oxford University Press, Inc. They locate us not at the center of a tormented soul but at the edge
of a quick and lively consciousness responding to an endlessly alive and changing world of things and
movementsâ€¦. The moment is stopped, held while the pattern of details is woven, and then, quite deftly,
released; it is the movement of things, not the responses of the speaker, that creates emotion. The world had
already become a place of "broken fragments" for two generations of poets before Delmore Schwartz
published his first volume of poetry in The kind of world he shows us in those poems is a familiar one: He
may dream of warmth and happiness, but the grey city always reasserts itself. Identity is lost in the rush of
time, and even human life under such conditions may almost be characterized by the phrase which Whitehead
uses to describe natureâ€”"merely the hurrying of material, endlessly, meaninglessly. In its unwitting way the
jacket copy [of the printing of Summer Knowledge] is for once correct. There is the testimony of poem after
poem by Schwartz that he often thought of himself in a similar light, and this is perhaps all the license we need
for reminding ourselves that if Schwartz is indeed "some tormented figure in a myth," that myth must surely
be our orthodox myth of the poet and of poetic consciousness. Although it may sound pretentious to speak in
this way, I submit that there is such a myth, and that one cannot talk sensibly about Delmore Schwartz without
considering it. To a remarkable degree, the explicit subject of his poetry is the implicit subject of all modern
poetry: I think that a reading of the poems in the last half of the book [Summer Knowledge] will quickly
reveal certain words recurring time after time. Among these are knowledge, mortality, reality; but the really
operative words are consciousness and love. It would be foolish to pin much of an argument on the recurrence
of a single word, especially one so ambiguous as "love," and I do not do so. But its continual presence is one
indication of an awareness of the possibility of an openness and freedom, in human relations and toward living
nature, that was hardly noticeable in the early workâ€¦. There is none of the certainty of vision that
characterizes the great visionary poets. It was as if he had the memory of the ancient visionary wisdom of
poetry, and the conviction that it was in that direction that one had to turn if the effects of the destructive myth
of the isolation of consciousness was to be overcome, but little confidence in his ability to really talk that
language. Schwartz comes right up to the edge; he nearly says, if you will continue to look carefully and
meditatively at the world, you will find consciousness becoming transformed into that imaginative vision
which is not isolated, but at one with its object and all nature, but he cannot quite manage it. He seems aware
of the possibility, but he can only conceive of a temporary cessation from sufferingâ€¦. In his later work
Schwartz knew at least several things, in at least one portion of his being. He knew that the myth of the poet as
sufferer was, if partly true nevertheless more wrong. He knew that to make consciousness an explicitly
suffering state was wrong, but that the reverse, the flight into the Dionysiac attractions of the Unconscious was
not necessarily less wrong. The "love" and "joy" which appear so often in the later work were not conditions
he could claim to have reached, but he knew they must be attainable. The awareness of the beauty of growth,
the loveliness of life, illuminates all the darkness which is always as close to Schwartz as his very name. He
reaches toward something like a Goethean vision of a beautiful life permeating all our experience, a vision
which denies the separation of an inner and an outer world, which mocks the notion of consciousness as a
something which sits inside the box of the skull, sadly insulated from everything "out there"â€¦. Meiners, in
The Southern Review, Vol. As he ranges over the cultural landscape, he picks out deep generalities and details
of language, intellectual background and psychological habit which reveal "the fate of Art and the emotion of
the Artist. His polemics indeed might serve as a model of the witty correction of error. He seeks to augment
knowledge, not overpower us by glittering acrobatics on the dialectical highwire. The passionate seriousness
and unhurried civility of his mind, "his solicitude for all sides of every question," insure a commentary that
never falls into triviality or academic solemnity.
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Delmore Schwartz (December 8, - July 11, ) was an American poet and short story writer.

Early life[ edit ] Schwartz was born in in Brooklyn, New York , where he also grew up. His parents, Harry and
Rose, both Romanian Jews , separated when Schwartz was nine, and their divorce had a profound effect on
him. He had a younger brother, Kenneth. He then did some graduate work in philosophy at Harvard University
, where he studied with the philosopher Alfred North Whitehead , but left and returned to New York without
receiving a degree. The book was well received, and made him a well-known figure in New York intellectual
circles. His work received praise from some of the most respected people in literature, including T. Eliot ,
William Carlos Williams , and Ezra Pound , and Schwartz was considered one of the most gifted and
promising young writers of his generation. Schwartz was deeply upset when his epic poem, Genesis, which he
published in and hoped would stand alongside other Modernist epics like The Waste Land and The Cantos as a
masterpiece, received a negative critical response. This relationship also ended in divorce. In , he became the
youngest-ever recipient of the Bollingen Prize , awarded for a collection of poetry he published that year,
Summer Knowledge: New and Selected Poems. His poetry differed from his stories in that it was less
autobiographical and more philosophical. His verse also became increasingly abstract in his later years. He
taught creative writing at six universities, including Syracuse , Princeton , and Kenyon College. The heavy
bear who goes with me, A manifold honey to smear his face, Clumsy and lumbering here and there, The
central ton of every place, The hungry beating brutish one In love with candy, anger, and sleep, Crazy
factotum, dishevelling all, Climbs the building, kicks the football, Boxes his brother in the hate-ridden city.
The Life of An American Poet, two years earlier. Screeno also featured an introduction by the fiction writer
and essayist, Cynthia Ozick. Death[ edit ] Schwartz was unable to repeat or build on his early successes later
in life as a result of alcoholism and mental illness, and his last years were spent in seclusion at the Chelsea
Hotel in New York City. In fact, Schwartz was so isolated from the rest of the world that when he died in his
hotel room on July 11, , at age 52, of a heart attack, two days passed before his body was identified at the
morgue. Wanting to dedicate a song to Schwartz on their debut album The Velvet Underground and Nico
Reed chose " European Son " as it had the fewest lyrics; rock and roll lyrics were something Schwartz
abhorred. According to musicologist Richard Witts , the song "reads like little more than a song of loathing" to
Schwartz, who refused to see Reed while living at the Chelsea Hotel. In the song, Reed writes that Schwartz
"was the first great man that I ever met". He becomes increasingly paranoid and jealous of the success of the
main character, Charlie Citrine who is based upon Bellow himself , becoming isolated and descending into
alcoholism and madness. Grant Morrison named a story in his DC Comics miniseries Multiversity , Pax
Americana, after the same line as well as quoting it on the cover. Bono , the lead singer of the Irish rock band
U2 , was inspired by the work of Schwartz when he wrote the lyrics of " Acrobat ". Lisa then controversially
uses the affair revelation as the basis for a successful novel. The play was produced twice off-Broadway and
once on Broadway.
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Delmore Schwartz (December 8, - July 11, ) was an American poet and short story writer. Contents [show]
Biography[edit] Schwartz was born in in Brooklyn, New York, where he also grew up.

Stopping by the woods on a snowy evening; The road not taken; My objection to being stepped on; Away!
So-and-so reclining on her couch; Mountains covered with cats. Journey of the Magi; Gerontion. In love for
long; The rider victory. Recuerdo We were very tired, we were very merry ; Love is not all; Oh, sleep forever.
The legs; The naked and the nude. The room; Rimbaud and Verlaine. The end of the world. Naming of parts;
Judging distances. The leg in the subway. The horse chestnut tree; The groundhog. Ultima ratio regum; I think
continually of those who were truly great. Portrait of the artist as a prematurely old man; The sea-gull; I never
even suggested it. The noise that time makes. Elegy on Gordon Barber; With God conversing. Discoveries;
The healing of the leper. Anne Rutledge; Lucinda Matlock. The science of the night. Where the rainbow ends.
Elegy for Jane; The shimmer of evil; I knew a woman. The heavy bear who goes with me. Juggler; Advice to a
prophet. Rain or hail; Except in your honour. Neither here nor there; Directions to a rebel. In panelled rooms;
The huron. To Eliza, Duchess of Dorset. A love for Patsy. Saint Sebastian; Leviathan 4 editions published
between and in English and held by 95 WorldCat member libraries worldwide.
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Delmore Schwartz, born in Brooklyn, was the son of Jewish immigrants from Romania. He learned to read when he was
three. When he was nine, his real estate operator father left his wife and children and moved to Chicago.

Delmore Schwartz Poet and critic Delmore Schwartz stunned the literary world with the breathtaking
achievement of his first published volume in , earning him adulation as "the American Auden. Depression and
alcoholism marked his later years. Through both his art and his tragic death, Schwartz influenced such literary
legatees as John Berryman and Robert Lowell. Harry Schwartz grew prosperous in the real estate business,
enabling the couple to move to an affluent Brooklyn neighborhood. When their first son was born, they gave
him a traditional Jewish middle name, David, but a first name, Delmore, they intended to sound sophisticated
and "American. Rose Schwartz gave birth to a second child, Kenneth, in The couple separated for a time in A
precocious child with a flair for mimicry, Delmore Schwartz nonetheless had a difficult time in grade school.
His only good subject was English, because it engaged his active imagination. He spent his time writing about
his feelings in a series of journals. Early in childhood, Schwartz decided to become a poet. As a teenager, he
began to identify with the European avant-garde. His father died in June An unscrupulous executor embezzled
the small amount of money that remained in hie estate after the collapse. At the age of 16, Delmore Schwartz
was left practically penniless and without an inheritance. In , he transferred to the University of Wisconsin ,
where he was exposed to Marxist philosophy and the bohemian ethic. Schwartz did not apply himself too
diligently to his studies, however, and he left the university in June , without completing his final exams.
Schwartz took courses in classical, analytical, and contemporary philosophy. While at NYU, Schwartz and a
group of fellow students founded Mosaic, a literary magazine devoted to Marxist aesthetics. Blackmur, and
William Carlos Williams were a few of the prominent poets and critics who had their work published in
Mosaic. As editor, Schwartz used the publication as a vehicle to air his own critical opinions. His essays
earned the attention of the New York literary community. Working Writer After completing his undergraduate
degree, Schwartz began graduate study in philosophy at Harvard University. He remained there for the better
part of two years, but left without receiving any kind of degree. During that time, Schwartz continued to write
poems and critical essays, including some well-received translations of the French symbolist poet, Arthur
Rimbaud. His work was published in Poetry magazine, and he was awarded the Bowdoin Prize for best essay
by a graduate student in the humanities. In , his poem Choosing Company was published in American
Caravanmagazine. Schwartz later explained that this poem illustrated the two difficulties he struggled with in
his work: He was now devoted to working full-time as a writer and critic. Critics likened him to W. Auden and
Hart Crane. In , he attempted to meet those lofty expectations with his debut collection In Dreams Begin
Responsibilities. The book, whose title was inspired by a line from William Butler Yeats , included a short
story and a play, alongside numerous poems. In June he married Gertrude Buckman, a high school friend. The
couple divorced six years later. A shame-faced Schwartz was forced to revise the translation for publication
the following year. He was granted a Guggenheim Fellowship, a cash grant which allowed him the freedom to
complete the manuscript of a new verse play, Shenandoah. The new work, which was published in , examined
the naming rites of a Jewish child in the Bronx. Reviews were mostly negative, causing some to question
whether Schwartz would ever live up to the promise of In Dreams Begin Responsibilities. Schwartz was
named the poetry editor for the Partisan Review in He remained with the magazine for the next four years,
using the influential position to publish the works of other young poets. Schwartz also continued to write his
own poetry. His semi-autobiographical piece Genesis: Book One, intended as the first book of a multi-volume
epic, was his most ambitious work to date. Critics responded unfavorably, however, causing Schwartz to
doubt his own creative abilities. He retained the post of associate editor and lectured on a visiting basis at such
institutions as New York University, Princeton University , and the University of Chicago. Schwartz married
for the second time, to Elizabeth Pollett, in June Whether he was disappointed in the critical response to this
volume or not, Schwartz spent most of the next decade writing only occasionally for magazines and
anthologies. In , he left the Partisan Review to take over as poetry editor of the New Republic, where he
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remained until His marriage to Elizabeth Pollett ended in divorce in New and Selected Poems, was published
in More than half the poems in the collection were drawn from In Dreams Begin Responsibilities, with only
three coming from Vaudeville for a Princess and Other Poems. Schwartz personally re-ordered and re-titled
some of the poems, and included a few of his more recent efforts. For the most part, critics dismissed these
newer works as embarrassingly sentimental and labored, but praised the collection as a whole. Long out of
critical fashion, Schwartz enjoyed a brief revival of his reputation in the early s. Final Years Despite these
accolades, Schwartz remained a troubled, unhappy man. He believed that critical recognition had come too
late to save his tattered reputation as a poet who had showed early promise, but failed to live up to it. He wrote
very little during the final six years of his life. In place of poetry, Schwartz filled his life with a diet of liquor,
barbiturates, and amphetamines. His physical and mental condition deteriorated precipitously. Friends and
supporters repeatedly tried to steer Schwartz away from his chemical dependencies, but their efforts proved
fruitless. He resisted all treatment, however, and in January he left home to take up lodging in a succession of
dilapidated hotels across the state of New York. On the morning of July 11, Schwartz suffered a massive heart
attack while riding an elevator in New York City. His body lay in the morgue for two days before being
identified. Bawer, Bruce, The Middle Generation:
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A reevaluation of the works of American writer Delmore Schwartz, by Edward Ford (Book) The heavy bear: Delmore
Schwartz's life versus his poetry: a lecture delivered at the sixty-seventh general meeting of the English Literary Society
of Japan on 21st May by John Ashbery (Book).

Delmore Schwartz Quotes Poet and critic Delmore Schwartz stunned the literary world with the breathtaking
achievement of his first published volume in , earning him adulation as "the American Auden. Depression and
alcoholism marked his later years. Through both his art and his tragic death, Schwartz influenced such literary
legatees as John Berryman and Robert Lowell. Harry Schwartz grew prosperous in the real estate business,
enabling the couple to move to an affluent Brooklyn neighborhood. When their first son was born, they gave
him a traditional Jewish middle name, David, but a first name, Delmore, they intended to sound sophisticated
and "American. Rose Schwartz gave birth to a second child, Kenneth, in The couple separated for a time in A
precocious child with a flair for mimicry, Delmore Schwartz nonetheless had a difficult time in grade school.
His only good subject was English, because it engaged his active imagination. He spent his time writing about
his feelings in a series of journals. Early in childhood, Schwartz decided to become a poet. As a teenager, he
began to identify with the European avant-garde. His father died in June An unscrupulous executor embezzled
the small amount of money that remained in hie estate after the collapse. At the age of 16, Delmore Schwartz
was left practically penniless and without an inheritance. In , he transferred to the University of Wisconsin,
where he was exposed to Marxist philosophy and the bohemian ethic. Schwartz did not apply himself too
diligently to his studies, however, and he left the university in June , without completing his final exams.
Schwartz took courses in classical, analytical, and contemporary philosophy. While at NYU, Schwartz and a
group of fellow students founded Mosaic, a literary magazine devoted to Marxist aesthetics. Blackmur, and
William Carlos Williams were a few of the prominent poets and critics who had their work published in
Mosaic. As editor, Schwartz used the publication as a vehicle to air his own critical opinions. His essays
earned the attention of the New York literary community. Working Writer After completing his undergraduate
degree, Schwartz began graduate study in philosophy at Harvard University. He remained there for the better
part of two years, but left without receiving any kind of degree. During that time, Schwartz continued to write
poems and critical essays, including some well-received translations of the French symbolist poet, Arthur
Rimbaud. His work was published in Poetry magazine, and he was awarded the Bowdoin Prize for best essay
by a graduate student in the humanities. In , his poem Choosing Company was published in American
Caravanmagazine. Schwartz later explained that this poem illustrated the two difficulties he struggled with in
his work: He was now devoted to working full-time as a writer and critic. Critics likened him to W. Auden and
Hart Crane. In , he attempted to meet those lofty expectations with his debut collection In Dreams Begin
Responsibilities. The book, whose title was inspired by a line from William Butler Yeats, included a short
story and a play, alongside numerous poems. In June he married Gertrude Buckman, a high school friend. The
couple divorced six years later. A shame-faced Schwartz was forced to revise the translation for publication
the following year. He was granted a Guggenheim Fellowship, a cash grant which allowed him the freedom to
complete the manuscript of a new verse play, Shenandoah. The new work, which was published in , examined
the naming rites of a Jewish child in the Bronx. Reviews were mostly negative, causing some to question
whether Schwartz would ever live up to the promise of In Dreams Begin Responsibilities. Schwartz was
named the poetry editor for the Partisan Review in He remained with the magazine for the next four years,
using the influential position to publish the works of other young poets. Schwartz also continued to write his
own poetry. His semi-autobiographical piece Genesis: Book One, intended as the first book of a multi-volume
epic, was his most ambitious work to date. Critics responded unfavorably, however, causing Schwartz to
doubt his own creative abilities. He retained the post of associate editor and lectured on a visiting basis at such
institutions as New York University, Princeton University, and the University of Chicago. Schwartz married
for the second time, to Elizabeth Pollett, in June Whether he was disappointed in the critical response to this
volume or not, Schwartz spent most of the next decade writing only occasionally for magazines and
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anthologies. In , he left the Partisan Review to take over as poetry editor of the New Republic, where he
remained until His marriage to Elizabeth Pollett ended in divorce in New and Selected Poems, was published
in More than half the poems in the collection were drawn from In Dreams Begin Responsibilities, with only
three coming from Vaudeville for a Princess and Other Poems. Schwartz personally re-ordered and re-titled
some of the poems, and included a few of his more recent efforts. For the most part, critics dismissed these
newer works as embarrassingly sentimental and labored, but praised the collection as a whole. Long out of
critical fashion, Schwartz enjoyed a brief revival of his reputation in the early s. Final Years Despite these
accolades, Schwartz remained a troubled, unhappy man. He believed that critical recognition had come too
late to save his tattered reputation as a poet who had showed early promise, but failed to live up to it. He wrote
very little during the final six years of his life. In place of poetry, Schwartz filled his life with a diet of liquor,
barbiturates, and amphetamines. His physical and mental condition deteriorated precipitously. Friends and
supporters repeatedly tried to steer Schwartz away from his chemical dependencies, but their efforts proved
fruitless. He resisted all treatment, however, and in January he left home to take up lodging in a succession of
dilapidated hotels across the state of New York. On the morning of July 11, Schwartz suffered a massive heart
attack while riding an elevator in New York City. His body lay in the morgue for two days before being
identified. Bawer, Bruce, The Middle Generation: Encyclopedia of World Biography. Copyright The Gale
Group, Inc.
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Schwartz, Delmore An American poet, playwright, and critic, Schwartz is best known for In Dreams Begin
Responsibilities and Summer Knowledge. (See also Contemporary Authors, Vols.

Delmore Schwartz , writer, editor, and teacher. In addition to his writing, he served as poetry editor of the
Partisan Review and later the New Republic. Schwartz wrote poetry, short stories and essays, criticism, and
plays throughout his life but he never established himself as the writer that early praise seemed to promise.
Schwartz married and divorced Gertrude Buckman and Elizabeth Pollett. Throughout his life Schwartz
suffered from depression, alcoholism, and drug abuse. He was born and died in New York City. From the
description of Delmore Schwartz papers, Professor of English composition, , Harvard Univ. From the
description of Papers, University of California, Los Angeles. His only sibling, Kenneth, was born in Harry
Schwartz was a successful real estate businessman and Delmore Schwartz grew up comfortably middle class.
In , his parents separated and in they officially divorced. Their tumultuous marriage would be the source of
anger and disappointment for Schwartz in his writings and future relationships. Harry Schwartz lost most of
his money in the market crash and died in The family received none of the little inheritance left after the
estate executor embezzled the remaining funds. The crime never went to trial and Rose Schwartz was left to be
the sole provider for Delmore and Kenneth. Schwartz displayed an early talent for reading and writing but
struggled in the rest of his studies. While in high school, he published a few poems in the high school literary
magazine and was encouraged by teachers to study English in college. After graduation from George
Washington High School, Schwartz enrolled in a college prep course at Columbia University and in he
transferred to the University of Wisconsin. He thrived there, being exposed to avant-garde literature and art.
Although he was a curious student, his grades were poor and he returned to New York City in Schwartz
co-founded and edited the literary magazine Mosaic, in which he published his own essays and caught the
attention of other New York writers. He moved to Greenwich Village in his junior year, began writing a
purported twelve hours a day, and it was there that he began to make the acquaintance of the New York
literary community. He graduated with a B. Through , he wrote prolifically, published poems in Poetry and
American Caravanmagazine, and won the Bowdoin Prize in the Humanities for his essay, "Poetry as Imitation.
His story and its success pushed him into the spotlight and he quickly became a writer to watch, with critics
comparing him to W. Auden and Hart Crane. It received immediate and intense praise by many, including
Ezra Pound, T. The marriage was unhappy from the beginning and ended in divorce six years later.
Successfully published, Schwartz began his teaching career. He was hired as a lecturer and then Assistant
Professor at Harvard University. He taught at several institutions throughout his life, including Bennington
College, Kenyon College, Princeton University, and finally at Syracuse University. Many other schools
extended invitations. Students admired him and he maintained a strong influence on his students. Book I, a
semi-autobiographical piece, intended as the first installment of a multi-volume epic, was published in and
received unfavorable criticism. Schwartz began to doubt his writing abilities. Easily angered and increasingly
paranoid, he created emotional distances in most of his relationships and struggled to maintain professional
contacts with other writers. Despite his interpersonal challenges, he maintained the role of an important writer
and literary figure. He alienated most of his friends but a few remained devoted to him, refusing to relent to
his accusations and delusions, including Dwight Macdonald, Saul Bellow, John Berryman, and William
Barrett. In , after leaving Harvard suddenly in , Schwartz published a book of short stories, The World is a
Wedding. Critics and literary figures praised it but it failed to sell many copies. His work was widely
anthologized during this time and he was considered by some to be the most anthologized poet of his
generation. He published critical essays on important literary figures, film and television, and was poetry
editor at Partisan Review and later at The New Republic. Schwartz married Elizabeth Pollet, a younger writer
and former student at Black Mountain College, in The couple moved from New York to rural northern New
Jersey to concentrate on their writing. Schwartz became increasingly unwell, drinking even more, and
succumbing to paranoid delusions. Pollet left Schwartz in the fall of , after enduring years of his erratic and
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abusive behavior, and stayed with a friend in a location she kept secret from Schwartz. Schwartz reacted with
violent anger and his most elaborate paranoid delusion to date. He moved back to New York and checked into
the Chelsea Hotel; accused Pollet of having an affair with art critic and editor of Arts magazine, Hilton
Kramer who barely knew Pollet ; physically attacked Kramer in his apartment after repeatedly calling him on
the telephone; and was consequently arrested in his hotel room and brought to Bellevue Hospital. After a stay
in Bellevue, he was transferred to Payne-Whitney Clinic. Once released from the clinic, Schwartz began to file
complaints and lawsuits. Schwartz eventually narrowed his attack to just Kramer and the legal affair dragged
on for years. Schwartz was often unwell, but he sometimes maintained periods of calm. In he was awarded the
Bollingen Prize for poetry, making him the youngest poet to receive the prestigious prize. After The World is
a Wedding, none of his other published works received the same praise as his earlier work. He wrote little that
interested others in the last six years of his life and most of his writing activity was filling up notebooks and
leaves of paper with lengthy and often illegible writings. Although his appearance was unkempt and he was a
severe alcoholic, he had a robust student following. Musician Lou Reed was among his students and Schwartz
had a great influence on Reed as a poet and musician. Schwartz left Syracuse in January to return to
Greenwich Village, where he resumed drinking at the White Horse Tavern, a favorite of his for years. He was
often seen alone in parks or the New York Pubic Library, writing in notebooks. Schwartz died at the age of
fifty-three of a heart attack on July 11, in a hallway of the Columbia Hotel in Greenwich Village. His body
went unclaimed at the morgue for two days until friends were alerted to his death. In the years after his death,
there was a resurgence of interest in his work. Lowell considered him to be the most underrated poet of the
century.
7: Delmore Schwartz | Penny's poetry pages Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Delmore Schwartz (), writer, editor, and teacher. In , shortly after graduating from New York University, Schwartz
published an acclaimed short story, "In Dreams Begin Responsibilities" in the first issue of Partisan Review.
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found: Schwartz, Delmore, Once and for all, CIP t.p. (Delmore Schwartz) data view ("Delmore Schwartz was born in
Brooklyn in and is one of America's greatest poets and short-story writers.

9: Delmore Schwartz - Poet | Academy of American Poets
Delmore Schwartz was born in Brooklyn to Romanian Jewish parents on December 8, He enrolled early at Columbia
University and also attended the University of Wisconsin, eventually receiving his BA in philosophy from New York
University in
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